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How would you grade the nation’s infrastructure based on your daily 
commute, drive to schools, to pick up kids, etc.? I’m sure it’s not favorable. 
How important is infrastructure to our daily lives? How much is reliable 
infrastructure worth to us? Is it as important as our cable service? Our 
internet service? Our cell phones?   

These are not easy questions to answer, but many people don’t realize how much of our lives and overall 
economic well-being depend on reliable infrastructure. Our highway infrastructure is the backbone of the 
nation’s economy. Without a strong transportation network, we cannot grow our economy. Our interstates ac-
count for only 4% of our total highway network, but they carry 40% of the traffic and 75% of the large truck 
traffic.

As people drive around the country, it’s not hard to see crumbling infrastructure, from our bridges to ex-
tensive pot holes in our highways. When key infrastructure has to be shut down for emergency repairs or 
when accidents occur due to lack of funding for routine maintenance, it all affects the underlining economy 
and creates a ultimate bill for the tax payer. State DOTs have been forced to make tough decisions to close 
highways and bridges due to safety concerns. Indiana, Colorado, Maryland, and others have had to close por-
tions of interstates for durations from hours to months to repair critical infrastructure. Surprisingly, Indiana 
was rated as having the smallest percentage of roads in poor condition in America by the US Department of 
Transportation (USDOT, FHWA, and ACES Report on Infrastructure 2013). If Indiana has the “best” roads 
and they are in such a state of disrepair, what about lower ranked states (see Table 1)?  

TABLE 1

State
Structurally Deficient  

Functionally Obsolete Bridges*
Annual Total Extra Vehicle Repairs/Operating 

Costs Due to Driving on Roads in Need of Fixing**

Percentage of Roads 
in Poor/Mediocre 

Condition**

Alabama 3,608 of the 16,078 (22.4%) $530 million ($141 per motorist) 25%

Alaska 290 of the 1,196 (24.2%) $181 million ($359 per motorist) 49%

Arizona 954 of the 7,862 (12.1%) $887 million ($205 per motorist) 52%

Arkansas 2,894 of the 12,748 (22.7%) $634 million ($308 per motorist) 39%

California 6,953 of the 24,955 (27.9%) $13.892 billion ($586 per motorist) 68%

Colorado 1,438 of the 8,612 (16.7%) $1.034 billion ($287 per motorist) 70%

Connecticut 177 of the 864 (20.5%) $168 million ($257 per motorist) 73%

Delaware 177 of the 864 (20.5%) $168 million ($257 per motorist) 36%

Florida 2,044 of the 12,070 (16.9%) $1.792 billion ($128 per motorist) 26%

Georgia 2,600 of the 14,769 (17.6%) $374 million ($60 per motorist) 19%

Hawaii 494 of the 1,125 (43.9%) $456 million ($515 per motorist) 49%

Idaho 859 of the 4,232 (20.3%) $316 million ($305 per motorist) 45%

Illinois 4,246 of the 26,621 (15.9%) $2.4 billion ($292 per motorist) 73%

Indiana 4,168 of the 18,953 (22%) $1.249 billion ($225 per motorist) 17%

Iowa 6,271 of the 24,398 (25.7%) $756 million ($381 per motorist) 46%

Kansas 4,465 of the 25,171 (17.7%) $646 million ($319 per motorist) 62%

Kentucky 4,436 of the 14,116 (31.4%) $543 million ($185 per motorist) 34%

Louisiana 3,790 of the 13,050 (29%) $1.2 billion ($408 per motorist) 62%

Maine 791 of the 2,402 (32.9%) $246 million ($245 per motorist) 53%

Maryland 1,418 of the 5,291 (26.8%) $1.598 billion ($422 per motorist) 55%

Massachusetts 2,694 of the 5,136 (52.5%) $1.461 billion ($313 per motorist) 42%
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TABLE 1

State
Structurally Deficient  

Functionally Obsolete Bridges*
Annual Total Extra Vehicle Repairs/Operating 

Costs Due to Driving on Roads in Need of Fixing**

Percentage of Roads 
in Poor/Mediocre 

Condition**

Michigan 3,018 of the 11,022 (27.4%) $2.534 billion ($357 per motorist) 38%

Minnesota 1,513 of the 13,137 (11.5%) $797 million ($250 per motorist) 52%

Mississippi 3,636 of the 17,044 (21.3%) $811 million ($419 per motorist) 51%

Missouri 6,633 of the 24,350 (27.2%) $1.6 billion ($380 per motorist) 31%

Montana 882 of the 5,126 (17.2%) $136 million ($184 per motorist) 52%

Nebraska 3,765 of the 15,370 (24.5%) $380 million ($282 per motorist) 59%

Nevada 253 of the 1,853 (13.7%) $391 million ($233 per motorist) 20%

New Hampshire 790 of the 2,438 (32.4%) $267 million ($259 per motorist) 54%

New Jersey 2,334 of the 6,566 (35.5%) $3.476 billion ($601 per motorist) 66%

New Mexico 654 of the 3,935 (16.6%) $397 million ($291 per motorist) 44%

New York 6,775 of the 17,442 (38.8%) $4.551 billion ($403 per motorist) 60%

North Carolina 5,534 of the 18,168 (30.5%) $1.555 billion ($241 per motorist) 45%

North Dakota 966 of the 4,439 (21.8%) $112 million ($237 per motorist) 44%

Ohio 6,647 of the 27,015 (24.6%) $1.685 billion ($212 per motorist) 42%

Oklahoma 5,828 of the 22,912 (25.4%) $978 million ($425 per motorist) 70%

Oregon 1,754 of the 7,656 (22.9%) $495 million ($173 per motorist) 65%

Pennsylvania 9,561 of the 22,660 (42.2%) $2.947 billion ($341 per motorist) 57%

Rhode Island 433 of the 766 (56.5%) $350 million ($467 per motorist) 70%

South Carolina 1,920 of the 9,275 (20.7%) $811 million ($255 per motorist) 40%

South Dakota 1,459 of the 5,875 (24.8%) $194 million ($324 per motorist) 61%

Tennessee 3,802 of the 20,058 (19%) $809 million ($182 per motorist) 38%

Texas 9,998 of the 52,561 (19%) $5.27 billion ($343 per motorist) 38%

Utah 437 of the 2,974 (14.7%) $332 million ($197 per motorist) 25%

Vermont 903 of the 2,731 (33.1%) $230 million ($424 per motorist) 45%

Virginia 3,588 of the 13,765 (26.1%) $1.344 billion ($254 per motorist) 47%

Washington 2,066 of the 7,902 (26.1%) $1.349 billion ($272 per motorist) 67%

West Virginia 2,514 of the 7,125 (35.3%) $372 million ($273 per motorist) 47%

Wisconsin 1,970 of the 14,088 (14%) $1.147 billion ($281 per motorist) 71%

Wyoming 723 of the 3,099 (23.3%) $96 million ($236 per motorist) 47%

(Information from USDOT, *FHWA, and **ASCE Report on Infrastructure 2013)

I don’t blame the state DOTs with cash-strapped budgets that can’t even cover maintenance on our highway 
system; it’s the traveling public and the lack of education on where the funding actually goes that’s to blame. 
No one wants to pay the bill for rebuilding our critical infrastructure that is the backbone of our economy. Our 
highway infrastructure is over 50 years old and is in need of total replacement. Unfortunately, our current 
gas tax system doesn’t even cover maintenance, let alone sorely needed reconstruction and added capacity 
projects. This paper evaluates the option of tolling existing infrastructure considering the relative costs and 
benefits associated with a user-based fee system. 
   
Major Discussion Areas Within This Paper:

1. What is the cost of reconstructing the aging interstate system? The original interstate system (all 47,000 
miles) was built over a 25-year period of time at a cost of nearly $130 billion dollars. Notably, of 
those 47,000 miles, only 3,000 are currently tolled (USDOT). The cost to rebuild the entire system is 
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estimated at well over $500 billion in today’s dollars, without consideration for future inflation or the on-
going maintenance required. The total costs over the decades to expand and upgrade the current system 
could easily top $2 trillion dollars.

2. What are common misconceptions people have regarding the highway system and current funding sys-
tem? Frequent recurring schools of thought include comments and questions such as “I already pay for 
the roads with my current gas tax,” “Can’t the state just use money from other programs?,” and “Why 
isn’t the federal government paying for the roads and bridges?”  

3. What are the options for additional revenue for construction? Many states have tried various approaches 
to funding infrastructure improvements, including gas tax increases, whole sale gas taxes, sales tax in-
creases, indexing, and so on. The problem with any revenue increase tied to gas prices and/or the volume 
of gas consumed is that vehicles are becoming more and more fuel efficient. When the federal gas tax 
was first introduced in 1932 at $0.01/gallon, the average car got 9 miles per gallon. When the interstate 
system was implemented in 1956, the federal gas tax was $0.03/gallon, the average car got $0.145 
miles per gallon, and one mile of interstate cost $650k to construct. In 2015, the current federal gas tax 
is $0.184/gallon, the average car gets 23 miles per gallon, and one mile of interstate costs $7 to $11 
million to construct (see Table 2 for all state gas tax rates). The rates in Table 2 also include local sales 
taxes as applicable, which oftentimes do not go toward transportation improvements. 

TABLE 2 - Current Fuel Tax Rates (includes sales tax and other fees)
State Gasoline Tax (¢/gallon) Diesel Tax (¢/gallon)

US Average (includes Federal) 48.88 54.50

Federal 18.40 24.40

Alabama 39.27 46.25

Alaska 30.65 37.15

Arizona 37.40 51.40

Arkansas 40.20 47.20

California 60.75 63.78

Colorado 40.40 44.90

Connecticut 59.26 74.70

Delaware 41.40 46.40

District of Columbia 41.90 47.90

Florida 54.82 58.07

Georgia 51.02 60.58

Hawaii 63.50 66.36

Idaho 50.40 456.40

Illinois 54.39 61.03

Indiana 54.04 67.29

Iowa 50.40 57.90

Kansas 42.43 50.43

Kentucky 44.40 47.40

Louisiana 38.41 44.41

Maine 48.41 55.61

Maryland 50.50 57.25

Massachusetts 44.94 50.94

Michigan 54.39 55.78

Minnesota 47.00 53.00
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TABLE 2 - Current Fuel Tax Rates (includes sales tax and other fees)
State Gasoline Tax (¢/gallon) Diesel Tax (¢/gallon)

Mississippi 37.18 42.80

Missouri 35.70 41.70

Montana 46.15 52.90

Nebraska 45.40 50.80

Nevada 52.5 52.96

New Hampshire 42.23 48.23

New Jersey 32.90 41.90

New Mexico 37.28 47.28

New York 64.39 69.50

North Carolina 54.65 60.65

North Dakota 41.40 47.40

Ohio 46.40 52.40

Oklahoma 35.40 38.40

Oregon 49.47 54.74

Pennsylvania 70.00 89.70

Rhode Island 52.40 58.40

South Carolina 35.15 41.15

South Dakota 48.40 54.40

Tennessee 39.80 42.80

Texas 38.40 44.40

Utah 42.91 48.91

Vermont 49.21 56.40

Virginia 40.73 50.43

Washington 55.90 61.90

West Virginia 53.00 59.00

Wisconsin 51.30 57.30

Wyoming 42.40 48.40

If the federal government was to raise the fuel tax by one penny, it would generate approximately $1.75 
billion a year in additional funding. On a state level, in Indiana for example, a one-penny increase in 
the fuel tax would result in approximately $40 million in additional revenue. However, the problem with 
relying on the fuel tax as a sustainable, long-term funding mechanism is diminishing returns. The gas 
tax, regardless of any proposed increases, will experience diminishing returns due to increasing fuel ef-
ficiency, alternative fuels, and the fact that more and more people are driving hybrid and electric cars 
yet still use the highway system. Moreover, the buying power is further diminished due to ever-present 
inflation. There is also a large percentage of drivers who use the system in each state but don’t purchase 
fuel in that particular state, thereby utilizing a resource without paying for it.  

Indexing or using a fixed percentage based on the price of fuel seemed like a great idea when gas prices 
were $4/gallon, but ask Kentucky how that worked out for them. The 2014 state legislature had to pass 
an emergency bill to ensure the State didn’t lose a potential $130M in gas tax revenue when the price 
of fuel fell drastically, and there was a 10-percent cap on the yearly increase that could be in effect.  
Price reductions over just a few months in the price per gallon of fuel would have taken more than four 
years to recoup.    
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This brings us to tolling: a user-based fee system that requires the user of the facility to pay for the 
convenience. Many of the original highways were built under this model, including routes throughout 
Kentucky and Connecticut, to name a few, and it’s time to seriously consider implementation of a total 
interstate tolling system. The system would provide the opportunity for revenue to be collected from 
traditional users, hybrid and electric vehicles, and out-of-state users alike in accordance with their use 
of the facilities. Additionally, in dense urban areas, it can provide opportunity for congestion pricing.  

4. What is the revenue generated by tolling with sensible rates? With practical, realistic toll rates in place, 
the net impact to users will not be dramatic. See Table 3 for potential toll revenue, with tolls set at 
$0.05/mile for passenger vehicles with transponders, $0.10/mile without and $0.15/mile for trucks with 
transponders and $0.30/mile for vehicles without transponders. The table only assumes transponder us-
age, so revenue could increase with non-transponder usage. 

TABLE 3 - Estimated Toll Revenues (2012 National Traffic Data)
Vehicle Class Rural Interstate Miles Urban Interstate Miles Toll Rate Estimated Toll Revenue

Passenger Cars  185,000  430,000  $0.05  $30,750,000,000 

Trucks  60,000  50,000  $0.15  $16,500,000,000 

Totals  245,000  480,000  $47,250,000,000 

FHWA Office of Highway Policy Information)

The revenue estimates could be adjusted upward due to congestion pricing in dense urban areas. 
Dynamic pricing could also be utilized to help reduce congestion on the interstate system by increasing 
toll rates during peak travel times in areas with sustained congestion issues. The toll revenue could be 
expected to pay for all reconstruction, added capacity, new interstate routes, and all ongoing mainte-
nance and operations of the interstate routes. 

5. How can tolling be effective and not hurt the local transportation system? Under the tolling scenario 
discussed herein, it is assumed the state and federal gas taxes would remain in place. The revenue gen-
erated by current state and federal gas taxes would be used to upgrade and maintain all the state and 
US routes. The continued collection of existing gas taxes would allow for a larger percentage of the state 
and federal gas taxes to be given to local governments for upgrading and maintaining their transportation 
networks. One of the usual complaints about tolling is that drivers will divert from toll routes and use the 
local system, placing more traffic on, and ultimately damaging, the local system. Generally, traffic diver-
sion amounts to less than 10% of the system traffic. Moreover, under this scenario, the local system will 
also see upgrades with additional revenue available to combat any diversion issues. For example, most 
interstates have a parallel US route; I-70 has US 40. Under this scenario, US 40 would see upgrades 
because there would be an expected increase in traffic and there would be funding in place to handle 
those upgrades. Tolling the interstate system could also free up the funds for local municipalities to use 
some of their transportation revenue for mass transit projects.   

6. What are the barriers to tolling the existing interstate system? There are two major barriers to tolling the 
existing interstates. Firstly, the federal government currently requires FHWA to approve the implementa-
tion of tolls placed on the existing interstate system. Tolls can be placed on new interstate lanes added 
to existing routes, and new interstate routes can also be tolled. The stipulation under current require-
ments is the same number of “free” general purpose lanes must be maintained. As an example, on I-70 
in rural areas of Missouri through the majority of the state, the current interstate has two lanes in each 
direction. Only a new third lane in each direction could be tolled under the current federal restrictions. 
This significantly limits the revenue available to reconstruct the existing lanes and add new lanes. Only 
in very dense urban areas such as St. Louis are the traffic volumes high enough to have the cost of add-
ing new tolled lanes and reconstructing old lanes paid for with the revenue from the tolled lanes. These 
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added lanes are considered “managed lanes” in urban areas. People pay tolls to avoid the congestion 
in the general purpose lanes, and often carpools, buses, and other high-occupancy vehicles (HOV) are 
allowed in the tolled lanes. 

The second barrier is the states themselves. In most cases, even if the federal government allowed for 
tolling, the states would need to pass legislation allowing for the tolling of their interstate routes. FHWA 
does have a pilot program that was part of the MAP-21 authorization that allows states to toll existing 
interstates. The pilot program allowed for three interstate exemptions, by three states. Those exemptions 
were taken by Missouri (I-70), North Carolina (I-95), and Virginia (I-95). To date, none of these states 
has moved forward with a project on their selected route due to public and legislative opposition to toll-
ing. Once again, we can take a look at Missouri as an example. Governor Nixon tried to get the Missouri 
legislators to pass tolling authority, but it was sent out for public referendum and failed to pass (another 
setback for tolling). If the states can’t get legislation passed, it could have a major impact on getting 
tolling implemented long term and on a wholesale basis.    

As an option, the federal government could implement tolls on the interstate system, manage the pro-
gram, and collect the revenue. They would then distribute the revenue back to the states for use on the 
interstate system. This would eliminate the need for states to pass individual tolling legislation, but it 
also takes control of the revenue away from the states. However, the drawback to this scenario would be 
federal control of the revenue and distribution of those funds based on a formula many states don’t see 
as fair and equitable.  

7. What is the real comparative cost to the end user with toll rates shown above? As we look at costs that 
consumers will actually pay compared to other services, it’s not hard to see the relative lack of spending 
that occurs for highways. With the addition of toll costs, it’s about the same as a $3 Starbucks coffee 
every other day. Chart 1 shows some comparison costs consumers currently pay.

CHART 1 - User Costs Comparison (Yearly)
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As illustrated above, the typical person pays less than $200 per year through the gas tax system for 
expanding, reconstructing, and maintaining the current highway system. That includes not just the inter-
state system, but all four million miles of roads across the country.  The tolling portion represents roughly 
a $300 per year increase for the individual, which is very close to the average cost of repairs consumers 
are paying to fix their vehicles based on roads that are not well maintained. Recognizing that there are 
cost constraints within many households, a state tax refund could be put in place for low-income house-
hold where they would receive a $300 tax reduction or credit based on average usage (12,000 miles per 
year, 50% highway usage, $0.05 per mile).  

8. Are there other costs associated with tolling? There are costs associated with installing the tolling equip-
ment, monitoring the equipment, and collecting the tolls and fees, but these represent only a small 
fraction of the revenue generated. In 2016, the federal government has mandated inter-operability 
among transponders, allowing the multiple protocols used across the country to work on any system. For 
example, this will allow a transponder from the Sunpass System to work on the EZ-Pass System. It will 
also help pave the way for easier collection of tolls from users well outside the surrounding states. The 
ultimate elimination of “leakage” (the passage of vehicles without paying) continues to diminish on toll 
facilitates with inter-operability, as well as advanced license plate readers and multi-state agreements 
for collection of tolls.

The nation’s infrastructure will continue to fail us if we don’t act quickly to fund adequate transportation 
improvements. Tolling of our interstate system is the most sensible, fair, and equitable solution for all users 
and for the entire transportation network that drives the American economy. It is a pretty simple concept 
to pay for the resources you use. Everyone pays their utility bills for water and electric services, and trans-
portation resources should be no different if people want a safe, reliable, and well-maintained system. It is 
the responsibility of industry leaders from both public and private entities to take up the charge and help 
educate the public on the necessity to increase transportation funding.


